It is shown that every separated Lodato proximity is induced by the elementary proximity on a T¡ bicompactification of the original space.
A grill (5 for which it is true that A, Be (5=>A e Yl(B) will be called a Yl- The problem of Riesz [6] , referred to in the title, is the following: what types of proximity can be induced by elementary proximities on suitably constructed extension spaces of the original space? Riesz posed the problem in 1908, suggested a possible approach (using maximal LT-clans) but gave no answer. Clearly, the problem suggests that there may be a close relation between the proximities compatible with a given topological space and a certain class of topological extensions of the space. For ZJF-proximities Smirnov [7] in 1952 showed that they are induced by -elementary proximities on F2-bicompactifications of the underlying space. Improving on earlier work of Leader [3] and Lodato [4] Gagrat and Naimpally [2] recently showed that every separated LO-proximity which satisfies the additional condition : GN: Given A e 11(B) there exists a bunch 93 such that A, Be 93, is induced by the elementary proximity on a T^-bicompactification of the original space.
We shall show that every LO-proximity satisfies GN (Theorem 4) and hence every separated LO-proximity can be induced by an elementary proximity. Harris has coined the name ItT-proximity for those proximities which can be induced by an elementary proximity. He has shown that every separated IFZ-proximity is a LO-proximity. It now follows that the separated IFY-proximities are exactly the separated LO-proximities.
The result stated above is the final link in a chain whose other members are also of interest. follows. Since Cr\D e g we have A<JB e iT(CnZ)) and thus a contradiction to the fact that Il(CnD) is a grill.
Theorem 2. Let U be a basic proximity on X then A e UiB) implies the existence of a U-clan © on X such that A, B e ©.
Proof.
Since UiB) is a grill it is a union of ultrafilters. Hence there exists an ultrafilter UA such that A eUA^U(B).
It follows from the symmetry of II that B e U(UA). Since II (U^) is a grill it follows that there exists an ultrafilter VLB such that BeUB<^UiUA). Since U,}^UiUA) implies VLAcUiUfí) a desired II-clan is © = UyluUB.
Theorem 3. Let U be a LO-proximity on X then every maximal U-clan is a bunch with respect to U.
If © is a II-clan than 6(11, ©) is a II-clan. To see this note that since II is a LO-proximity it satisfies P5 and hence b(U, UiA))=UiA). Since © is a II-clan we have ©cll(/l) for all A e ©. Proof. Let © be a u-clan. There exists a maximal Tl-clan ©* containing ©. This is proved using Zorn's lemma. By Theorem 3 ©* is a bunch. By Theorem 2 a © can be found to contain A and B, hence ©* contains the two sets.
A more extensive discussion of the ideas employed here is given in a forthcoming article [8] by the author.
